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The results threw cold water on many of the vendor's claims of accuracy and spurred a round of innovation and improvement in the industry.
Today, many vendors have replaced "first principles" standardless analysis with standardless analysis based on "remote standards." Rather than relying on pure physics modeling, "remote standards" rely on standards collected on a canonical detector that are then adapted to match the performance characteristics of the detector in your laboratory. Rather than having to normalize every result to 100 % to compensate for poor knowledge of certain physical processes, some vendors actually can and do report the analytical total when there system has been suitably calibrated. While there are theoretical reasons why remote standards will never match the performance of true standards-based analysis, "remote standards" are a large step forward. However, not all vendors implement remote standards and no vendor documents sufficiently well what they actually do to turn our spectra into measures of composition. These shortcomings make us wonder to what extent a scientific endeavor can be based on black box software that has never been evaluated by an independent third-party to validate its reliability.
Almost 20 years later, standardless analysis is the norm, accounting for more than 95% of quantitative EDS results. Most vendors promote the simplicity of "one-button" analysis and most customers simply assume the results are accurate. How much better is standardless today than it was in 1995? Should we trust the vendor's claims of accuracy? What role should standardless analysis play?
We have access to many different brands of commercial ED-EPMA hardware / software systems and hundreds of samples of known composition. Evaluations show that the state-of-the-art is better than it was in 1995 but there remains much room for improvement. Consider the results presented in Table 1 which represents the best effort of a major ED-EPMA system vendor on a series of metal sulfides. The results are puzzling. They range from spot-on to mysteriously inept. Take for example FeS and FeS2. How could the same software quantify FeS with such accuracy but fail so badly on FeS2? Presumably, the software would have used the better understood K lines for both Fe and S. Presumably, the software should have observed an S K peak 150 % more intense and a Fe Kα peak 70 % less intense for FeS2 than FeS. What went wrong? In contrast, the standards-based algorithms in NIST DTSA-II[2] reliably differentiated the same FeS and FeS2 spectra and all the other sulfides. A naive analyst who was to make a real-world decision based on these standardless results would see all troilite and no pyrite.
Data from other vendor's hardware / software systems using these and other samples will be presented.
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